GOLLIWOG'S CAKEWALK
As recorded by Tommy Emmanuel
(From the 2004 Album CLASSICAL GAS)

Transcribed by H. Koll

Music by Claude Debussy
Arranged by Tommy Emmanuel

Performance Notes

Played with a thumbpick

Timing should be rubato for some parts. Check the recorded version.

This transcription is based on the recorded version of the Classical Gas Album. For measures 52 to 63 a performance during a workshop was used, instead of transcribing the overdubbed parts on the album.

The slide in the last beat of measure 28 is not played on the album, it is played in the workshop version and is a nice touch. In the workshop performance the intro and the harmonics section from measures 64 to 68 are different to the original recording. Also there's a repeat of the first verse before the interlude.
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